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EVENING. 
I. 
Slowly sinking and descending sets the sun behind the mountain. 
Casting round him glowing splendor, glorious, golden, ever-changing, 
Painting all the clouds in colors red and golden with the sunbeams, 
Casting shadows o'er the valleys long and tapering in the forest, 
Calling home the birds at sunset to their nests among the pine trees, 
To their nests of moss and grasses on the lofty, swaying branches, 
Filling hearts with joy and gladness at the close of days of labor. 
il. 
One by one the stars appear twinkling in the azure blue, 
Spreading o'er us in their beauty golden gems so fair and bright, 
Looking down with stately grandeur on the earth so cold and dark, 
Calling minds to higher thoughts, to the good that lies above us, 
To the nobler, grander motives that lie buried in the heart, 
Filling all the soul with rapture, with the silvery beams of glory, 
Pointing out the love and mercy of the Power that rules above us. 
in. 
So the sun of life descending casts about him radiant splendor. 
Filling all the land with glory as he sinks into the darkness, 
Casting shadows o'er us standing as we watch the day departing. 
Calling home the souls of dear ones to the rest beyond the river. 
-J. G. P., '05 
SMITH  OF  188— 
A STORY OF COLLEGE LIFE. 
f N the early days of Bates when tall silk hats were much worn 
-*- by young men, it was an unwritten law that, unless the class 
had earned the privilege by a victorious encounter with the Soph- 
omores, no Freshman should wear a silk hat or carry a cane. 
One year the entering- class was particularly strong, and early in 
the Fall Term showed the Sophomores that for one year, at least, 
the Freshmen should wear silk hats. Every member who 
possessed one took keen delight in appearing before the van- 
quished Sophomores in all the splendor of a tall hat. 
However, the glory of one very joyful Freshman named Smith 
was rather short-lived. Soon after the Sophomore defeat he 
attended a lecture in the college chapel. With an imposing air 
he marched up the aisle, placed his hat on the seat beside him, and 
turned to take off his overcoat.    The lights were dim, and as his 
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back was toward the aisle he did not notice any one enter. 
Unconscious of any impending disaster he turned just in time to 
see an extremely large woman seat herself upon his cherished hat. 
Shouts of laughter broke from the Sophomores, delighted that a 
Freshman should be thus discomfited, but the Freshman rose to 
the occasion. Lifting his treasure he straightened the damaged 
crown, saying, "Truth crushed to earth shall rise again," but, sad 
to tell, the hat, unlike Truth, did not rise, sufficiently to be worn 
again. 
As a Sophomore Smith also made himself conspicuous. At 
this time there was in college a Professor who, though a most 
excellent man, was not very popular among the young men. In 
his endeavors to better the conditions of the college, he gained 
the reputation of being a little too inquisitive, for in some incon- 
ceivable way he always knew when anything was going on and 
would appear in the windows and rooms at most inopportune 
moments. The especial object of his attention was the tall Soph- 
omore, Smith, whose fun-loving nature was always on the alert 
for mischief. Checked a little by the Professor's watchful care, 
for some time Smith had been rather quiet, but one night his 
active spirit could no longer stand the monotonous round of 
studies,—he had to do something. 
The moon was bright, there was a fine crust, and he looked 
at the glittering snow, it seemed to beckon him away from his 
tiresome studies, to taste nature's charms. Quick as a flash his 
plans were laid. "We'll slide down Mount David, it's just the 
night for it!" The more he thought of it the more the reckless 
scheme pleased him, and off he hurried to call some boys to join 
him. As is usually the case, he found several eager to take part 
in anything new and striking, so getting the large traverse which 
the college boys then had, they started for the summit of Mount 
David. It was a hard climb, for the crust was slippery and the 
traverse rather heavy. Arrived at the top the courage of some of 
the more timid forsook them and they refused to try the slide. 
It did seem a bit dangerous, for although there was not much 
growth on the mountain then, the descent looked rough and it 
would require a skilful steersman to pilot them down and across 
the campus in safety. 
However, Smith's courage held good, and to him fell the lot 
of steersman. The boys took their places on the traverse and 
with a push from those left behind, they shot down over the steep 
incline.    Bump, bump, went the traverse over the uneven surface; 
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two unstably seated passengers were thrown, and the rest clung 
with all their strength. On they flew with terrible speed. Intent 
only on keeping their places they did not see the danger ahead 
until almost upon it. Walking slowly across the campus, his head 
bowed as if in deep thought, was Professor Brown. They were 
aiming directly for him! What if they should run into him! A 
cry of warning burst from Smith, "Jump, O, jump!" At the 
sound the Professor, starting from his revery, leaped to the left, 
just as the traverse shot by over the very place where the moment 
before he had been standing. As he looked after the flying 
traverse, the Professor, overcome by astonishment and the icy 
crust, suddenly sat down,—perhaps to philosophize on the origin 
of the phenomenon he had just witnessed. 
When the traverse came to a stop in the field beyond the 
campus, some rather bewildered boys rolled off and started back 
to find the two lost on the way, and to see if Professor Brown were 
hurt.. They met the lost ones limping home, a little bruised but 
not seriously injured.    The Professor was nowhere to be seen. 
At the door of Parker Hall the boys looked up at Mount 
David glittering in the moonlight. It was a grand sight, yet 
somehow it did not look as inviting as it had a half-hour before. 
With one accord they all became very studious; they weren't 
afraid to try it again, O, no! but they just couldn't take the time. 
Most of the boys went directly to their own rooms, but a few 
gathered in Smith's room to talk over their exciting slide. As 
they sat talking a soft step was heard along the corridor, then a 
knock at the door and a voice demanded admittance. "It's that 
Professor Brown," whispered Smith, "come to see about that 
slide; woe unto us if we hurt him when we passed! I'll teach 
him a little lesson, just make him think that I think he is one 
of the boys." 
The voice outside was again heard, this time accompanied by a 
push on the door. 
"Who's there?" called Smith. 
"Professor Brown," answered the voice. 
Smith, made reckless by his exciting slide, determined on a 
rash expedient. "Professor Brown! Professor Brown!" he 
called. "I'll teach you to play Professor on me!" A pitcher of 
icy water was conveniently near, the transom still more con- 
veniently open, and the next moment the poor Professor felt like 
a man drowning in the Arctic Sea. Visions of icebergs crossed 
his gaze.    There was a series of coughs, gasps and inarticulate 
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sounds, at which the boys rushed from the room to stare in sur- 
prise (?) when they saw the saturated Professor. Profuse apol- 
ogies followed, which the Professor in the kindness of his heart 
received as honest expressions of regret, and forgetting his errand 
started for a warm room and dry clothes. The boys, laughing, 
yet a little chagrined at the way in which the Professor took the 
joke, soon went to their respective rooms. Two lessons had been 
learned that night, the boys', that perhaps practical jokes may be 
carried too far; the Professor's, that it is not always safe to stand 
beneath an open transom. —'05. 
EMBLEM  OF THE  CLASS OF   1902. 
[Written for the Class Ivy Day, by L. FLORENCE KIMBALL, '02.] 
MIDST the various phases of student life, its frequent and 
imperative demands, its ceaseless activities and restless 
aspirations, midst its this, that, and other, one thing should pri- 
marily stand out in relief against this heterogeneous background. 
Faithful, earnest, honest study is the one thing which can fulfill the 
mission of our presence here; study alone can secure those ends 
which everv true student has in view. 
Gathered from all parts of the State, drawn from distant cor- 
ners of New England, called even from the dark land of a foreign 
country, sixty homes have surrendered their dear ones with what 
end in view, other than knowledge? Desire for what, save for 
learning, could have brought them together for four of the most 
impressionable and decisive years of their lives? 
I ask you to retrace with me the history of our college for the 
last three years. Every entering class sends ahead an echo of its 
coming. Three years ago the echo from the to-be Class of 1902 
called forth new instructors both for modern languages and for 
the English branches. Two additional professors were needed to 
meet the increasing intellectuality of this class. Not only this, 
but after a few months had proven our ability and ambition for 
study, especially along scientific research among the young men, 
one of the most spacious and essential buildings on the campus 
was assigned to the pursuit of scientific studies, and to-day we 
have Science Hall, called into imperative need by the Class of 
1902. 
Therefore, what could be more emblematic of the class than 
a book, bound fast in the class color, even as our class members are 
bound one to another.    What better symbol of the leading class 
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characteristic than studiousness ? Not but what the class stands 
for other things! We have more than an ordinary amount of 
musical talent of high rank; ethically and religiously, too, we 
strive to set a high standard in lives that daily speak for the truest 
and best. For manager of track athletics, for manager and cap- 
tain of both the base-ball and foot-ball teams, the institution draws 
upon this class. Nevertheless, notwithstanding our work in 
athletic, musical, social, ethical, and religious lines, as a class, we 
feel that for intellectuality we are particularly characterized. 
If human nature is the same in all ages and in all countries 
surely it is the same in all colleges and in all classes. Because 
human nature is often weak, because too often "those things we 
would not, those we do," this book stands not only as our class 
emblem to-day but also a goal toward which the lower classes are 
to struggle. To follow this emblem for three or four years 
requires an effort; you who have not yet come where we to-day 
stand,'see to it that you put aside from you those inclinations to 
procrastination, those desires for a smooth road to success and for 
those results which are secured by the least exertion and self-sac- 
rifice on your part, but rather bend every effort toward the high- 
est attainment possible, even though the pathway to honor be 
surrounded with difficulties and obstacles, for only by following 
this emblem as college people can you find the culmination of life, 
the sweetness of self-abnegation, and the laurels it becomes you to 
wear'. 
Doubtless you have oftentimes learned by experience that a 
book is something to be mastered by the individual, none other 
can do that for you. Part of this emblem already has been mas- 
tered by you, part of these pages are now an expression of you 
because they are traced by the work you have done. Some of 
these pages are now and forever written pages, "what you have 
written you have written," no man can change. Written alike 
with pure thoughts, noble deeds, high aspirations, and written, 
too, with trembling hands and sighs of regret, with holy resolu- 
tions, written also in tune with those thoughtful words, "what 
might have been." Letter by letter, word by word, deed by deed, 
they stand and will continue to stand an immortal monument of 
your lives here. Let us be glad and rejoice that from them shines 
a light which may guide others to this goal, which may inspire 
them to strive to attain that for which this emblem stands. 
The vast majority of these leaves are still spotless.    A wide 
expanse of unwritten pages lies before each one and there remains 
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only one brief year to write. Shall not a deeper wisdom, a greater 
carefulness be our guiding star? Did I say one year? Ah! 
Who shall say ? But one year here, but what of the years beyond 
when we shall be out in the turmoil of life, launched into its 
activities? A good book is without exception a climax, not an 
anti-climax. Thus may our lives reach a climax in all that is good 
and true and worthy of our aim, crowned with long years of ser- 
vice until we again stand face to face with our number complete, 
once more with her who has already left us because it hath pleased 
Him to add one more jewel to the heavenly diadem. 
May the emblem of this day go with you all and abide with 
you throughout life's journey, inspiring you to be always students, 
to live, to think and to have your being in the realm of good 
books, in the world of literature, until "earthly things shall have 
passed away" and we all stand before God, and another book is 
opened, which is the "Book of Life." 
PERIODS. 
WE philosophize a good deal, my room-mate and I, at odd 
moments, sometimes at even ones also, when we should be 
translating Schiller. Our range of subjects is by no means nar- 
row. No theme, from the sublime to the ridiculous, can daunt 
us, for we are Seniors, and our power of reasoning, our mental 
grasp of things, so to speak, is all that could be—expected. 
One of the most interesting features of our discussions is that 
they are never long. Sometimes we reach a period in five min- 
utes, not always a logical conclusion as Professor Z. would say, 
for many things conspire against us.    For example: 
Perhaps Maud is in a deeply philosophical frame of mind. 
To-morrow is to be her easy day, while I have five recitations 
and a theme to prepare. Now it is very evident (to me) that I 
cannot stop seven times in the course of my German lesson to 
argue long, even on so important a question as "The Influences, 
Moral and Otherwise, to be found in a Co-educational College." 
Such disputation would doubtless be in a certain degree 
instructive, but under the existing circumstances it is obviously 
inexpedient, not to say imprudent. At such a time the portions 
of my brain that are not doing German should be busily engaged 
repeating, "Eight hours, five lessons, and a theme,—Eight hours, 
five lessons, and a theme." 
It is just as bad when the tables are turned for, as is well 
known, the impoliteness of interruptions depends on one's point of 
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view. I announce to Maud that I have evolved from my inner 
consciousness a thought which Emerson himself might (?) be 
proud to call his own. And Maud only mutters a little louder 
from the depths of her "Pol-Econ," "The zvant or desire that we 
feel for a thing determines its value to us." I subside gracefully 
or ungracefully and muse. 
"Full many a gem of purest ray serene," etc. Thus incompat- 
ibility of temperament or circumstances often furnishes us with 
very decided periods. 
Let no one think from the above that my room-mate is not a 
jewel. She is, in fact, one of a thousand just like her. I would 
not leave her for a position on the STUDENT board. Not the God 
of Mirth, nor the Muse of Mathematics, but the Spirit of Serious- 
ness is my witness—I admire and appreciate that girl. "But of 
this subject more will be said farther on."    (Ira Ramson quoted.) 
Our second and more frequent cause for swift conclusions is 
the cocoa. And here, you will pardon me, I pray, but in the plan 
of this treatise (?), which you observe has been carefully worked 
out, I neglected to state at the proper time and place that we meal 
ourselves, my room-mate and I. As for sticking to one's text it is 
a difficult thing to do. I have always admired Samantha Allen for 
those two clever devices by which she strings stray thoughts 
together,—"To rezoom backwards a spell," and "But I am a eppi- 
sodin' an' to rezoom." I mean to mention these to Professor Z. 
as excellent examples of what he calls connecting links. 
To pick up the thread of our discourse, we board each other, 
Maud and I, not because we wish to economize, oh, no, we 
wouldn't have you think that, but because (theoretically) we can 
thus have each day what our own taste would order, and because 
we are thus fitting ourselves to become, a few years hence, 
"Bachelor Maids," who, it is well known, depend on the chafing- 
dish to cheer their hours at home. Last, but not least, we thus sat- 
isfy that craving for exercise which Seniors invariably experience 
after three successive winters of patient, conscientious Gym. work. 
Not even, the climbing of four or five flights of stairs seven or 
eight times a day can fully satisfy this desire for active labor. 
I do not wish to blame the Faculty here. I merely state that 
they underestimate our physical energy. 
But house-keeping has its drawbacks, after all,—especially for 
the philosopher. Fancy yourself (and Maud) seated before the 
pleasant fire on a cold winter evening, calmly comparing the liter- 
ary merits of Shakespeare and Milton, while you wait for the 
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cocoa to boil for supper. Suppose that you favor Shakespeare 
and that you have nearly convinced Maud of his superiority when, 
like a rocket in a clear sky, as it were,—fizz,—sputter,—crack,— 
the cocoa has boiled over again. This period although it may be 
interesting, is far from logical, as Professor Z. would say. If you 
disagree, try to lift a dish of boiling-over cocoa from a red-hot 
stove. 
Thus we learn many practical chemical truths by this system. 
I should have mentioned this as fourthly among the arguments in 
favor of the self-mealing plan. (Truly, if there were time I would 
"Recast and Rewrite" this article.) 
The coal fire with its various demands, sometimes furnishes 
periods, more often dashes, in our musings in duo. After I grad- 
uate I mean to write a forty-page treatise on "Pranks and Freaks 
Peculiar to a Coal-Fire," or "Remarks on Running a Coal Stove." 
We have searched the chemistry diligently to discover a method 
whereby the escape of C O may be prevented, but in vain, and we 
confidently expect to be asphyxiated at some future period. 
I am sorry, after all, that I mentioned the coal fire in these 
pages, for it does not properly belong under the subject of 
Periods, being, as I said before, more fittingly described with 
dashes. 
Every year at college the periods and dashes increase,—more 
care, more demands on one's time. For several weeks vague, 
shadowy images of dots, and colons, commas,—that sometimes 
look strangely like comets,—flashes of fire, come between me and 
the Psychology. The professors to whom I recite (I had always 
thought them mere machines) have lately exhibited a fatherly 
solicitude for my health. Can it be that the "Folks" have written 
them? They have sent me a score of letters advising a speedy 
home-coming and rest. Rest in this enlightened age! Not 
more rest but less is what I need,—that is, less of these inter- 
ruptions to steady work, less commas and dashes as it were. 
People do get such strange notions into their heads about their 
fellow-mortals. Dr. K. read me a free lecture yesterday on my 
duty to myself: self-interest, he called it. 
At the beginning of this story (it was to be that), I had an 
idea, but it has slowly dissolved in thin air. I thought to follow 
this style of plot: 
Introduction,—Falling action,—Climax,—Rising action,— 
Happy ending. 
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It has its advantages over the so-called tragic plot: 
Introduction,—Rising action,—Climax,—Falling action,— 
Catastrophe. 
Strangely enough, or perhaps it is owing to the gradual evap- 
oration of my idea, the plot now looks like this: 
I ntroduction,—Falling action,—Stop. 
Careful re-reading fails to bring to light anything that could 
be called a catastrophe,—unless the cocoa exploit may be so con- 
sidered. 
To the Student: 
My friend has been obliged to leave her college work. She 
asked me to "Re-write and finish that periodical thing," but I pre- 
fer to send it unchanged. The lack of plan, which she condemns, 
and of which she was seldom guilty, expresses better than words 
how bravely she struggled against failing health and shattered 
nerves. When her father came to take her home, he greeted her 
with, "Well, daughter, you have reached a period, I hear." And 
she for a moment rallied something of her old playfulness and 
retorted,' "Yes, but it isn't a full stop!    Truly, papa.'" 
—MAUD. 
THE   DEBATE. 
THE past few years have seen great and varied additions to 
the resources of our college; but with all her getting, Bates 
has hitherto failed to get a patron-saint. 1902 will, however, 
probably go down in college history as the year in which our saint 
came to us; for St. Valentine, the warm-hearted patron of young 
men and maidens, has chosen us for his own. Casting his eyes 
toward Lewiston, and observing with compassion our saintless— 
not to say unsanctified—condition, he singled us out for his pecul- 
iar favor; and on his own holiday, February 14th, he sent us 
his picked ambassadors—three youths from Harvard—with the 
message, "St. Valentine sent us ; we are yours ; take us;"—and we 
took them. 
But not without a good fight. Like many of the great events 
of history, this coming of our saint was not recognized until it 
was past; St. Valentine has emerged only gradually from his back- 
ground ;—up to that night, our thought was only of the Harvard 
Seniors and of Shipping Subsidies. 
For weeks the college had been looking forward to the great 
event; Bates was to face upon the debating platform, for the first 
time in her life, the representatives of one of our country's great 
universities—this time, it chanced, of the oldest, largest, richest 
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American university, the honored leader of national culture, Har- 
vard herself. It is no wonder that our college, with the modesty 
which well becomes her, felt some uncertainty, not to say trep- 
idation, as she girded herself for the contest. But the gauge had 
been thrown down, and accepted; we had not flinched before Har- 
vard and Yale on the foot-ball field; and Bates shut her teeth 
together and set vigorously to work, saying to herself, "They shall 
see; I scored on them at foot-ball; they made only 16 to my 6. 
Who knows ? I may not win, but—they shall have a surprise this 
time, too." 
Six men—Quids, Daicey, and Hunnewell, '02; Beedy, '03; 
and Briggs and Spofford, '04—were chosen early in December as 
a "debating squad;" and for three weeks, from their quarters in 
the top of Roger Williams Hall, they surveyed the world and the 
question for debate: "Resolved, That the United States should 
adopt   a   system   of  Shipping  Subsidies."    At  the   end   of  this 
period, a trial debate was held, which resulted in the selection of 
Childs, Hunnewell, and Beedy as the team to meet Harvard.    The 
other three men formed a second team, and with admirable devo- 
tion to the interests of the college, worked faithfully in helping 
the first team by suggestion and by opposition, though there was 
for them no hope of any but a reflected glory, in the event of a 
Bates  victory.    In  the  meantime,  the first  team  was  straining 
every nerve in the collection and digestion of material; the matter 
was  worked and  re-worked,  arranged  and  re-arranged,  sorted 
and revised and tested, till it seemed as if no negative argument 
could be presented that would not meet with ready demolition.    It 
is interesting to note that the main point advanced by Harvard— 
that the shipping industry is already flourishing, and needs no 
aid—was an entire surprise to those who had been most closely 
in touch with the training of the debaters; it had been expected 
that the fight would be made along other, and far broader, lines. 
Yet, while their friends in the audience were wondering how our 
men were going to take the apparently strong intrenched position 
of  their  opponents.   Childs  was  actually  climbing the  enemy's 
ramparts, and Ueedy, seizing the flag from him, was carrying it 
with a triumphant rush into the very center of the hostile camp. 
It is not necessary to say more.    Our men were ready for any- 
thing that Harvard might bring forward; their minds were sup- 
ple through long and patient exercise in handling their subject 
from every possible standpoint; effectively combining independent 
work with a co-operation which forgot self in the common inter- 
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est, they had labored faithfully for their college;—and the end 
has duly crowned their labors. 
On Thursday evening, February 13, the Harvard men arrived, 
five of them—Messrs. Earle, Sage, and Smith, the three debaters, 
all members of the Senior Class of the college; Mr. Norwood, the 
alternate, also a Senior; and the coach, Mr. Catchings, an old 
Harvard debater, now in the Law School. On Friday the Har- 
vard representatives were given the honors of the town, and made 
to feel that Bates was genuinely glad to see them. They were 
dined by the President, and, at a reception in the afternoon at the 
rooms of Mr. Foster—upon whom, as a Harvard graduate, their 
entertainment devolved in large measure—they were presented 
to the Faculty and to their opponents in the debate. Everyone 
liked them, and their frank, manly bearing met quick appreciation 
at the hands of the manly frankness of our own men. 
The evening arrived, clear and beautiful. A lively interest in 
the debate had been aroused in the Bates world; all realized that it 
was an Important event in college history; but everyone was none 
the less surprised to see everyone else present at City Hall on the 
14th. The hall was literally packed; all the seats on floor and in 
galleries were filled, and two or three hundred persons stood 
throughout the debate. It was the largest audience ever gathered 
at a Bates College function—an inspiring audience, a sympathetic 
audience. It gave its applause impartially, quickly recognizing 
the good points made by both sides, and following every word 
with eagerness. And at the end, by its ringing cheers for Bates 
and her three spokesmen, it showed that its heart was in the 
right place. 
At 8 o'clock, the six debaters came upon the stage, and took 
their seats on opposite sides, at tables laden with literature in 
support of the various points to be made. Both teams wore an 
air of easy assurance; but in the eyes of the Bates men was a 
look of determination which suggested reserve force, and augured 
well for victory. Childs was suffering acutely from a felon on 
his right hand; but those who feared that this might weaken his 
nerve and lessen his effectiveness—simply did not know Childs. 
He is a Bates man, and the college was depending on him for one- 
third of the work that evening; and he did it. 
Judge Savage of Auburn, who presided with kindly dignity, 
announced the terms of the debate, and introduced as the opening 
speaker Hunnewell, of Bates, who developed unsuspected power. 
In his earnest manner he stated the question, defined the position 
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of Bates upon its affirmative side, and proceeded to establish our 
country's need of a merchant marine; he pointed out the causes of 
our lack of ships, and disposed successively of the various plans, 
aside from that of government subsidy, which have been proposed 
for supplying them. 
Sage, the first speaker on the negative, is youthful in appear- 
ance, quiet and self-possessed in manner, and effective, by his 
very simplicity, in delivery; as he told off his points, one after 
another, he carried his audience with him. He urged that, as the 
United States already has a system of mail-subsidies, the adoption 
of a subsidy system must refer to something new; this, he said, 
must be a gratuitous gift to the shipping interests, without any 
return on their part. He established—or at least seemed to 
establish—the fact that American shipping interests are now 
flourishing, and need no protection; and left in the minds of the 
audience the figures "1-8-17," representing the increase in our 
construction of vessels for foreign trade in the past three years. 
Childs was the next speaker, and he drove his points home 
with telling force; the bulk of the constructive argument was in 
his hands. His task was to show that the method of subsidies is 
practicable, and that it is an effective means of building up a mer- 
chant marine; his proofs of these points were convincing, and he 
promised that, in five years under subsidy, we shall construct 
ships as cheaply as Great Britain. 
Earle, the second Harvard man. was unfortunate in his physi- 
cal equipment; body and voice gave an impression of weakness or 
extreme weariness which detracted from the force of his words. 
One was conscious of a continual strain upon his voice, and at 
one time it was feared that he would break down. But his spirit 
was good, and his thought was clear. He found fault with the 
affirmative for making no answer to Harvard's points, and pro- 
ceeded to show that the organization of the ship-building industry, 
which Childs had said would ensue in five years after the estab- 
lishment of subsidies, was already a fact—that we can already 
build cheaper than England. 
Beedy completed the case for the affirmative. With a winged 
enthusiasm that carried every auditor irresistibly with him, and 
with a quick dash of humor every now and then, he sped along to 
a brilliant climax. With a jocose hit at the feminine tendency 
toward spending, he showed that the benefits of the subsidy would 
be shared by all the people, and that the money would not simply 
go to line a few pockets; and pointed out the many indirect advan- 
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tages which the possession of ships would give us. He made an 
impressive muster of the advocates of shipping-subsidies, and 
finished with a summary of the entire case for the affirmative. 
Smith closed the case for the negative. He was the most 
oratorical of the Harvard debaters, and his voice and stage-pres- 
ence added to his effectiveness. He pointed out the evils of the 
subsidy system, and showed that a subsidy granted to an industry 
which is no infant would result in inflation, extravagance and 
monopoly. He urged that Nature be left to take its course, and 
left two watch-words ringing in the ears of the audience— 
"i—8—17," and "Wild-Cat Boom." 
Each of the preceding speeches occupied twelve minutes; 
without a pause, Sage rose for rebuttal, for which five minutes 
were allotted to each speaker; here Harvard led off, and Bates had 
the last word. 
And nobly did she speak it. Harvard advanced practically 
nothing new in these five-minute speeches—in fact, her strength 
lay largely in the repetition of a few statements which her debaters 
evidently regarded as unassailable; while fresh facts and argu- 
ments fairly radiated from the Bates men in every direction. 
Such readiness in rebuttal, such perfect mastery of the subject- 
matter, such a sure hand in turning an opponent's arguments 
swiftly upon himself, has seldom, if ever, been seen in a debate 
in this city. Serene, yet spirited, well-poised and confident, our 
men, who had steadily refused to answer the negative arguments 
until the affirmative structure was complete, dealt a succession of 
crushing blows to their opponents' case, which left it hardly 
strength enough to hobble away in confessed defeat, crying in 
ever-failing accents, "1—8—17." And when Beedy rose and 
advanced to the center of the stage, saying, "Don't applaud me; I 
need the time," we knew that even "1—8—17" was on the eve of 
its Waterloo. 
Fifteen minutes later, three men of distinguished bearing 
walked upon the stage. Their leader, Judge Putnam, of Port- 
land, said gravely, "Mr. Chairman: The Committee have consid- 
ered the comparative excellence of the work of the debaters on 
the two sides; and, while we agree that both Harvard and Bates 
have made a creditable showing, yet, on the whole, we feel that 
the award should be given to B ;" and a tremendous outburst 
of applause at once drowned and completed the word "Bates." 
It was one of the proudest days in our history, one that marks 
a real achievement.    In the two cities of Auburn and Lewiston, 
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among our alumni wherever they are, and throughout the whole 
State of Maine, satisfaction has been deep and genuine. The 
newspapers everywhere—even in Boston—told of the contest with 
enthusiasm. And in years far hence, the names of these three 
men—Hunnewell, the forcible, Childs, the keen, and Beedy, the 
magnetic—shall be gratefully remembered as those of the team 
that beat Harvard. 
MARCH. 
First of the spring months, hail to thee! 
We sing thee a carol merrily. 
Though thou art gruff and bold, 
We brave thy rough winds' stinging cold, 
Thee we welcome. 
Thy magic touch hath wondrous power 
To rouse from sleep the first spring flower. 
And free the streams from the embrace 
Of the mighty Frost King.    Our voice we raise 
Thee to welcome. 
First of the spring months, hail to thee! 
We sing thee a carol merrily, 
And for thy lessons of hope and cheer, 
Accept our thanks.    Now thou art here, 
Thee we welcome. 
—RUTH EUGENIA PETTINGILL, 1902. 
WHAT THE  OLD  DOOR-KEEPER  SAID. 
"So ye wish to see the mills! Well, they are but piles of brick 
and mortar to look at, filled with machines, human and otherwise. 
But somehow I feel like taking off my hat when I enter here. 
Oh, yes, the genius, skill, and wealth that these busy hives exhibit 
* 
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excite my admiration, but I could not honor these in connection 
with the souls that animate their human adjuncts. 
Many a time I've opened these doors to fair ladies who swept 
proudly and disdainfully between the busy looms or diligent jen- 
nies, satisfying an idle curiosity. And when I have seen such a 
one pause suddenly beside a loom to gaze upon the face of her 
sister,—the toiler,—I have often noted the blush of shame burn 
on fair face and neck. Did my lady see in the haggard, patient 
face before her, the price of the dainty fabric which adorned her 
person? Or did she read deeper in the stricken soul and see 
there the extremities to which all this toil, privation, and ill-paid 
service has caused her sister to fall? Was her woman's heart 
touched by this showing of love unreturned, of longings impossi- 
ble to express, of sin that is only greater than her own because it 
is not winked at by "good society"? Whatever my lady reads 
there, she cannot endure the gaze of those eyes, so hopeless and so 
cynical. 
I've grown old since first these doors opened. I have seen 
bobbin boys and errand girls of a former generation become the 
men and women operatives of to-day. Some hold honored posi- 
tions ; some bear their fortune in their face. Slowly the wheels 
of life have evolved, but passion and unremitted toil have rapidly 
worn away all traces of beauty or of strength. 
This bowed and broken woman was once the belle of the mill. 
To see her face at early morning with her bright smile and 
roguish eyes was an inspiration to toil! But that was long ago, 
long ago! Yonder is her husband, once the straightest and bon- 
niest lad in all the place. 
Well, ye wanted to see the mill, but my old head is growing 
dull. The machines of former days with which I was familiar 
are replaced by modern ones, and the only place I can fill is here 
by the door. The last whistle will blow for me some slack day 
and the doors will open to my hands no more. But the wheels 
in there will still move round; the human beings who now oper- 
ate them shall pass away and their places be filled by others, and 
the world shall still be clothed with the sighs, the tears, the very 
heart's blood and honor of these poor creatures. 
Ah, human life is cheap, very cheap to those who laugh, but 
dear, too dear, to those who act the tragedy!" 
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ALUHNI NOTES. 
'79.—Dr. R. F. Johonnot recently had the pleasure of enter- 
taining at his home in the suburbs of Chicago two of his class- 
mates who had not seen each other since graduation, twenty-three 
years ago, W. E. Ranger, Superintendent of Education in Ver- 
mont, and Hon. Fletcher Howard, Commissioner of Pharmacy of 
Iowa. Mr. Ranger went to Chicago to attend the National Meet- 
ing of Superintendents, and Mr. Howard came over from his 
home at Des Moines to meet his classmates. 
'72.—In New York City on February 21st, occurred the death 
of the youngest daughter of George Herbert Stockbridge, aged 
about three years. 
'75.—We take great pleasure in recording the recent appoint- 
ment of Hon. A. M. Spear as Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Judicial Court of Maine. The career of Mr. Spear is essentially 
that of a self-made man,of one who has relied upon his own efforts 
for advancement and has not scorned to make use of physical labor 
to that end. Born in Madison on March 17, 1852,he spent the days 
of his boyhood at work upon his father's farm. He is one of the 
many who can trace the beginning of their educational develop- 
ment to the little red school-house of the country, for his early 
education was obtained in the district schools of his native place. 
Leaving home in search of more advanced instruction he com- 
pleted the course of study at Monmouth Academy in 1869 and at 
Waterville Classical Institute in 1871. In the fall of the same 
year he entered Bates College, where he soon established a reputa- 
tion for scholarship and natural ability backed by intense energy 
and power of application. He paid his own way through fitting 
schools and college by teaching in winter and working on a farm in 
summer. After graduating from Bates in 1875 he taught in 
Anson Academy for two years and then began the study of law 
with Hutchinson & Savage, Lewiston. He was admitted to the 
Kennebec Bar in 1878 and practiced law in Hallowell for six 
years, serving as city solicitor, member of the school board and 
representative to the Legislature in 1883 and 1885. During the 
latter year he moved to Gardiner and was elected mayor of that 
city in 1889. He was thrice re-elected, serving four consecutive 
terms. He was chosen member of the State Senate from Kenne- 
bec County in 1891 and again in 1893, acting as President of that 
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body during his last term.    He is a prominent Mason and Knight 
Templar. 
In regard to the office to which he has recently been appointed, 
Hon. George W. Heselton, ex-county attorney for Kennebec, 
says: "It is without peer among other offices in the gift of the 
State. It is an office to which every lawyer has the right to 
aspire, but few there are who attain it. Since the formation of 
the State only 36 have sat on the supreme bench of Maine. This 
is a striking illustration when you consider the thousands of 
attorneys who have practiced in the Maine courts within that time. 
It is this which illustrates the high position that our brother has 
achieved." 
In regard to the man himself the same eminent authority 
remarks: "We who have met Judge Spear in legal contest appre- 
ciate his mental equipment and know that he will rank with any 
who are now on the bench or who have preceded. Always cour- 
teous *in the trial of causes, always fair in the presentation of tes- 
timony, always willing to grant a favor, and always having the 
mental equipoise which can never be shaken—that is Judge 
Spear." 
On the evening of March 3 the fellow-townsmen of Judge 
Spear tendered him a complimentary dinner in the banquet hall 
at the Masonic Temple of Gardiner. The room was prettily dec- 
orated with palms and at the head of the hall was a large picture 
of the guest of honor, decked with flowers. His chair was a 
mass of roses and smilax and directly before him was a magnifi- 
cent Easter lily with a royal burst of blossoms. Everything was 
the best that could be procured, and the highly eulogistic speeches 
showed the esteem and respect in which the newly-appointed jus- 
tice was held by his neighbors and friends. Hon. O. B. Clason of 
the Class of '77 acted as toast-master. L. M. Sanborn, Esq., of 
the Class of '92, was the first speaker of the evening. Among the 
other guests were R. E. Donnell, '84, and E. W. Morrell, '90. 
'85.—Frank A. Morey has recently returned from a very suc- 
cessful business trip to England. 
'86.—The "Holy Ghost and Us" Temple at Shiloh has been 
recently placed under quarantine owing to the presence of 
small-pox. 
'87.—E. C. Hayes, A.M., who is taking a special course in 
Sociology at the University of Chicago, has returned to Lewiston 
for a short vacation. His home has recently been gladdened by 
the appearance of a new member in his family. 
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'91.—A valuable treatise on "Law and Anarchy" has recently 
been written by F. L. Pugsley, Principal of Lyndon Institute, 
Lyndon Center, Vt. 
'95.—W. S. Brown has resigned his position as principal of 
the Dexter High School to accept a very lucrative position in the 
mining establishment of his brother in Colorado. 
'95.—W. W. Bolster has recently been chosen a member of 
the school committee in New Auburn. 
'96.—F. A. Knapp, who is now'doing graduate work in Har- 
vard University, has an infant daughter. 
'97.—Some of the members of the A. F. C. E. Society of the 
Main Street Free Baptist Church have recently contributed in 
addition to their regular dues, a sum of money to be used to aid 
Lewis P. Clinton in his African missionary work. 
'97.—Miss Winn is assistant in the Lisbon High School. 
'99.—Alton Wheeler has been elected Superintendent of 
Schools in Paris, Me. 
1900.—The appearance of small-pox in Massachusetts has 
caused some inconvenience to many Bates men who are principals 
of High Schools and Academies there. On that account F. P. 
Aver recently received a somewhat longer vacation than usual, 
which he spent at his home in Cornish. 
1900.—E. V. Call is taking a short rest after a very success- 
ful canvass with views. 
1900.—Miss Clara M. Trask has become special teacher of 
Latin and German in the High School of Boonton, N. J. 
1901.—V. E. Rand has succeeded to the position formerly 
occupied by Brown, '95, as principal of Dexter High School. 
Mr. Rand was in Lewiston for a few days recently. 
1901.—Lincoln Roys delivered a lecture on Memory before 
the Norland Grange of East Livermore, Saturday, February 22. 
Mr. Roys is now principal of Wayne High School. 
1901.—J. S. Bragg had a varied and extensive experience 
while canvassing in the employ of the North American Publish- 
ing Company of New York, last year. He intends to work in 
Michigan this summer. 
1901.—We are glad to hear from our friends on the other side 
of the globe. A letter recently received from W. K. Bachelder 
shows that rapid postal communication with our distant colonies 
has not yet been established. He writes: ". . . . I wish 
you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. We are having 
winter here; it is just agreeable summer weather; the days are 
very hot, but there is a fresh breeze the most of the time and the 
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nights are cool. And the moonlight evenings have a beauty all 
their own. I intend to travel a little by moonlight this week, 
expect to see Stinchfield. I am much better than when I last 
wrote, but catch cold at every breath of wind, and yet this is 
called a healthy climate. Wagg is so far away that I almost 
expect never to see him in the Philippines. These islands are 
numerous and the southern are a long way from the northern, 
especially by the present conveniences for travel. I am glad to 
hear that so many of 1901 have positions, and good ones, too. 
Please remember me to the fellows. ... I haven't heard 
from the Bates-Bowdoin foot-ball game yet. I feel confident 
that we have won after the game played against Harvard.    . 
.     I have two more weeks' vacation which ends January 5. 
Then  I suppose a good long grind will begin, lasting nearly a 
year.    We have one month in June, or July, I believe.    Soon 
after^ school begins I shall have one holiday, the fiesta of the 
patron saint of the pueblo (village).    Thursday evening I had 
been out and on my return I was surprised to find a large assem- 
bly  of men  and   women  of a  lower  grade.    They  had  been 
dancing.    Of course all was quiet when I entered, but I was 
much surprised when several of the women hopped up, saying, 
'"buenos noches" (good evening).    My muchacho (boy) wanted 
me to give them some money; it would go for the fiesta.    I had 
company and was a little annoyed at the whole affair, so they 
didn't get any.    Some of them went away about 12 P.M., but I 
heard quiet, hushed women's voices until late in the morning. 
.     .     .     .    They have quite a celebration here at Christmas, 
when many typical eastern scenes may be seen.    The serenade 
before Christmas, the hushed, sad, mournful dirge in the soft 
moonlight; a beautiful scene yet weird; far from civilization, yet 
it almost seems like the yearning of these heathen beings for some- 
thing better.   The Catholic Church connects them with a higher, 
better life, and their sadly sweet songs are the audible expression 
of that tie Wagg has been ill, is isolated, etc., like 
the rest of us.    'Twill be a strange Christmas for us, but pleasant. 
Thermometer 900 in the shade." 
1901.—Rev. Joseph E. Wilson, pastor of the Pine Street Free 
Baptist Church, Lewiston, Me., was united in marriage to Edna 
M. Gosline, formerly a member of 1902, at the home of the bride, 
Sussex, Kings County, N. B., on March 5, 1902. A reception 
was tendered to the bridal pair Friday evening, March 7, by the 
members of his parish. 
/f pound {f?e <Hdit©Ps' liable. 
WE feel that Bates has reason to congratulate herself upon 
the course of debates which she offers her students. With 
the Sophomore year comes the first one. This is compulsory. 
Every student is obliged to write and deliver a debate with no help 
from his instructors. It is a lesson in independence and self- 
dependence. Next comes the Sophomore Champion, then the 
Junior and Senior team debates. These are not compulsory, but 
are taken up by those who have the inclination and ability to do 
the work. 
Great good would be derived from such a course, however the 
work was prepared, but we admire the discretion of the Faculty in 
compelling the student to do his own work, to make his own stand, 
and to fight his own battles. His debate, whether good or bad, 
must be his own. 
Side by side with this work is the work done by the literary 
societies. Here we have the opportunity of meeting each other in 
friendly, serious debate, of training ourselves in quickness, keen- 
ness, and all extemporaneous work. And we do not hesitate to 
say that to the interest thus kept up in debate, and to the skill here 
obtained is due, in a large measure, our victory over the Harvard 
Seniors. 
WHILE from all sides, congratulations are coming to us 
upon our success in the recent Bates-Harvard debate, it is 
really quite interesting to see the view taken of it by one of our 
rival colleges. In the issue of the Orient for February 20th, 
Bowdoin, from all the greatness of her heart, congratulates Bates 
on her victory, but she also makes of this an opportunity to heap 
congratulations upon herself, and in so doing she draws some 
conclusions which are far from favorable to Bates. Not doubt- 
ing but what the statements were made in entire good faith, we 
must say that they were made in a good faith which arose from a 
complete ignorance of the facts. And while wishing to do noth- 
ing to imply that their falsity was known or intentional, or that 
this adverse criticism sprang from any spirit of jealousy, we take 
this opportunity to correct some of the statements made there. 
We learn that Bowdoin men are famous in debating, "while some 
other colleges not far away which have made a specialty of debates 
for years, can point to few or no parliamentarians among their 
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graduates." Owing to the skilful evasiveness of the words, at 
first we can hardly tell whether this is a thrust at Bates or not. 
From what follows, however, we judge that this subtle irony is 
directed against ourselves; however, we think we will be par- 
doned for our hesitation in attributing it to ourselves, considering 
how utterly groundless and false such a statement concerning 
us is. 
It is difficult to make a fair comparison between Bates and 
Bowdoin.    For Bowdoin is comparatively an old college, while 
Bates was founded in 1863.    We must allow a man twenty-five 
years out from college, in which to make his mark.    This leaves 
to Bates the men whom she graduated in the nine years between 
'67 and '76, as the only ones who have had a fair chance to show 
their ability.    And even comparing the graduates of these nine 
years, Bowdoin would have an enormous advantage, for Bates 
graduated only one hundred men to her two or three times as 
many.    A very large number of our early graduates went into 
teaching; and we incidentally suggest that the relative merits of 
the two schools along this line be considered.    Few of them went 
into law.    But we can make this statement, and back it up, too, 
that with Bowdoin's graduates since 1867 Bates can match, one 
to one, men prominent in any of the professions.    Among her 
"few  or  no  parliamentarians"   Bates  numbers  a  judge  of  the 
Supreme Court, an editor of the Manual of the United States 
Senate, twenty-five or more members of the senates and legisla- 
tures of different states, three Presidents of the Maine Senate in 
the last ten years, thus covering a period of six years, and a Presi- 
dent of the Massachusetts State Senate.    We are glad and rejoice 
with Bowdoin that her men are being taught to be independent, 
and we hope that they will be "able to stand on their own legs," 
if anything, better in the future than they have in the past.    We 
congratulate them in their resolution to make the debate purely an 
undergraduate one.    It is the policy which Bates has always fol- 
lowed, and her success does not need to be told.    We hope that 
they will be able to carry out the "peculiarity," as they style it, of 
being independent.    We have never found any "peculiarity" in 
depending upon ourselves, but this is doubtless due to the manage- 
ment of the course of debate here.    Our men do their own work 
and we wish to make it plain that the statement to the effect that, 
in our debate with  Harvard, our men  depended upon  Faculty 
assistance, is entirely false, and that it is a statement which no one 
has any right to make.    We cannot admire the spirit which leads 
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one college to malign another, but when they use false statements 
for this purpose we must express more than lack of admiration. 
Our men wrote their own briefs and their own arguments, the 
work was undergraduate work, the ideas undergraduate ideas, 
and the debate an undergraduate debate. 
In this misrepresentation we are obliged to find a compliment, 
too, for the statement must have been made upon the writer's own 
judgment. The Bates men surpassedwhis expectations, it was not 
within his conception how college men could have written such 
debates, and he jumped at the conclusion, evidently, that they 
had had assistance from the Faculty. However, we wish to 
remind the writer that throughout the course at Bates, men who 
are interested in this line of work are given thorough training in 
depending upon their own abilities, and in delivering debates 
which they themselves have written. And so in intercollegiate 
debates our men, working as they are accustomed to work, and 
depending upon themselves alone, achieve results which may well 
seem impossible to other colleges. 
THE base-ball practice is now well under way and we are 
approaching the season when Bates must either have a win- 
ning team or be compelled to acknowledge that with the very best 
of material she is unable to put a good team in the field. We can- 
not say that we are altogether satisfied with the work of the team 
last year, though they won some notable victories. The student 
body wants to see our ball team win from Maine colleges as well 
as from those outside the State, from Bowdoin as well as Colum- 
bia, from Colby as well as Tufts. This result we believe can be 
accomplished by consistent hard work and faithful training—two 
requisites always insisted upon in those colleges whose athletic 
success has been most marked. 
The students are being constantly urged to unite in support of 
the various teams, and this is right, but if we are to support the 
team and thus enable them to represent us, we believe we have 
the right to insist that each team be the best possible. The spirit 
of fair play demands that if we support them, they in turn shall 
support to the limit of their ability, the athletic reputation of the 
college with which they are associated. This much we believe we 
have the right to insist upon,—that our base-ball team this year 
shall train faithfully and consistently, and put forth their best 
efforts both in the games with Maine colleges and with those out- 
side our State. 
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T N a recent publication by Hinds & Noble of Songs of the East- 
A em Colleges the representative songs of all the colleges in the 
eastern states are collected. While turning its pages we discover, 
along with the representatives from the larger colleges and uni- 
versities, songs also of Bowdoin, University of Maine, and Colby. 
We seek in vain for a Bates song until we come to the last page 
in the book. Here we find "Our Honored Bates," arranged for a 
male quartette, the words of which are written by authors 
unknown to the STUDENT. IS this meagre showing worthy of 
Bates? When we are gaining such signal victories in athletics 
and debate, are we willing to make known our joy in the singing 
of borrowed songs? If we ourselves have no talent for the com- 
position of suitable verses we can at least inspire some friend who 
has this talent with enthusiasm to attempt it. Let us all make an 
effort in this direction. Let the offspring of the Bates spirit be 
the production of several Bates songs which shall be worthy rep- 
resentatives of the college of which we are all so proud. Let our 
next celebration of victory be crowned with the melody of a song 
which we can call our own. 
• •• • 
Y.   M.  C.   A.   NOTES. 
Bates Y. M. C. A. was represented at the Toronto Conven- 
tion by E. A. Childs, '02, H. C. Kelly, '03, and D. E. Andrews, '05. 
They bring back a report of the largest and most helpful conven- 
tion ever held by the Students Volunteer Movement. We hope 
that the spiritual life and missionary interest in the college may be 
deepened and strengthened by the new thoughts and inspiration 
which they received. Reports were given at the Union Meet- 
ing, March 12th. 
Y. W. C. A. NOTES. 
The delegates sent by the Y. W. C. A. to the Convention of 
the Student Volunteer movement at Toronto from February 26 
to March 2 were Misses Ida Manuel and Clara Williams of '03 
and Miss Anella Wheeler of '04. They report a convention 
pressing upon us responsibility and inspiring resolution. 
The officers for the next year have been chosen as follows: 
President, Miss Ida. Manual; Vice-President, Miss Anella 
Wheeler; Recording Secretary, Miss Marion Mitchell; Corre- 
sponding Secretary, Miss Hattie Milliken; Treasurer, Miss Eliz- 
abeth Perkins. 
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The Washington's Birthday social held annually in the gym- 
nasium for raising funds to send delegates to the summer confer- 
ence was delayed this year until Monday evening, February 24th. 
The program included several novel features. After being 
admitted at so much per foot of height, the visitors found booths 
where fortunes were told, the celebrated red bat was displayed, 
and much skill was shown at the fish pond and the shooting gal- 
lery. Edison's rag dolls also gave much pleasure by their solos 
and recitations. 
The committee is congratulated on a social and financial 
success. 
QLinPSES OF COLLEGE LIFE. 
MARCH. 
We thought we had a winner sure, 
A blue-beribboned prize, 
"With fleece as white as snow" and just 
The sweetest of sheep's eyes. 
But alas for hopes of budding flowers. 
Of southern zephyrs balmy! 
That horrid old March lion up 
An' gobbled down our lambie. 
Debates! 
Declamations!! 
Senior Parts!!! 
Hicks, '03, has been teaching. 
Junkins, '03, has returned from teaching. 
Dunfield, '04, has been ill with appendicitis. 
Hunnewell, '02, has gone to Livermore, where he will teach for 
a few weeks. 
News has been received of the birth of a daughter to Mr. and 
Mrs. F. A. Knapp of Somerville, Mass. 
Miss Cornforth, '03, has been obliged to leave college on 
account of ill health, but hopes to return in the spring. 
Casson, formerly '03, who has been absent from college for a 
year on account of ill health, has returned to continue his studies 
with '04. 
We wonder what the Bowdoin man said after he had waited 
two hours in front of Music Hall for the doors to open for the 
Bates-Harvard debate. 
Mr. Ramsdell, '03, who has been seriously ill with typhoid 
fever, is reported as convalescent. His classmates will be glad 
to welcome him back to their ranks as soon as his health permits. 
We wish to express our sympathy for Professor Stanton in 
his recent bereavement by the loss of his two sisters, Mrs. Jordan 
and Miss Stanton, who passed away on the same day at their 
home on Main Street. 
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By the will of the late Sarah Edgecomb of Bath, $20,000 is 
bequeathed to Cobb Divinity School for the maintenance and edu- 
cation of young men studying for the ministry. The bequest is 
to be called the Nancy Chase Edgecomb Memorial Fund. 
Chapel exercises were recently conducted by Rev. Mr. 
Symonds. At the conclusion of the regular exercises, Mr. Gray, 
a missionary worker from Burmah, gave a short but interest- 
ing talk on the extent and growth of the missionary work in India. 
On Thursday, February 27th, Mr. B. Peck gave a talk on 
Co-operation before the Class in Economics. As is well known, 
Mr. Peck is at the head of the co-operative movement in this city, 
and the students were very glad of an opportunity to listen to him. 
An addition to the equipments of the college has recently been 
made by way of a goodly number of fire extinguishers." The 
advisability of such a provision was no doubt impressed on the 
minds of the Faculty by the approach of the Freshman declama- 
tions and Sophomore debates. 
On Wednesday, March 5th, occurred the marriage of Rev. J. 
E. Wilsdn, '01, and Miss Edna Gosline, formerly '02: A very 
pleasant reception was given at their home on Oak Street by the 
members of the Pine Street Baptist Church, of which Mr. Wilson 
is pastor. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson were both very popular while in 
college, and have many friends who extend best wishes for future 
happiness. 
On February 25th after chapel exercises, the students had the 
pleasure of listening to two of our alumni, Hon. O. B. Clason of 
Gardiner, and Richard Stanley of this city. They both spoke on 
Bates Spirit—what it is and should be. 'Mr. Clason spoke with 
enthusiasm of the recent victory over Harvard in debate and of 
the good showing of the men in foot-ball last fall. Mr. Stanley 
made especial mention of the need of support in the Athletic Asso- 
ciation from the young ladies. The students would be very glad 
to hear oftener from the alumni of the college. 
€3x©f?ange&. 
IN looking over the college publications we find that several 
have no exchange columns. It seems too bad to neglect this ' 
department, for here many of the brightest and most pithy sayings 
find their way. Again, it is always well to know what other 
people think of you, and if we tell you, you ought to tell us. The 
friendly hints and criticisms are often of much value also. 
There is always room in a college magazine for good, serious 
reading. An article to be '"solid" need not necessarily be dry, 
though too often this is the case. The college magazine is 
printed for the benefit of the college as a whole. While few 
write, many read, and the contents which they read should con- 
tain material which will instruct as well as interest and please. 
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Many of the exchanges show almost too much space devoted to 
light reading. If we realized that the paper is a pretty good 
picture of the college we might be a little more particular about 
what goes into it. 
The Wcllcsley Magazine for February devised the unique 
scheme of filling its literary department with the work of its 
alumnae. This may be one good way to bring the undergraduates 
into closer touch with the graduates. 
The request of The Vanderbilt Observer that the colleges 
which receive their paper, send in return their own, leads to the 
thought that possibly the larger colleges would not be stooping so 
very low if they sent their magazines to some of the smaller ones. 
Exchange certainly does not mean a one-sided transaction; and 
its purpose is to aid the smaller colleges as well as the larger. 
This magazine commends itself to us in general, but in one 
point particularly, the Flashlight department, where "not one 
unnecessary word may be used." 
The Buff and Blue is up to its standard. The story "Sen- 
tenced" is a strong one; the first part of it arouses our imagina- 
tion ; the last our sympathy. From the magazine we take this 
cutting: 
MEMORIES. 
When you touch the strings, the music. 
Like a prisoned bird set free, 
Swells so sweetly and so grandly 
In some happy harmony. 
Bringing back my boyhood visions. 
All the dreams of long ago 
Are entwined within the music 
Of your zither soft and low. 
Aye play on, and let the music, 
Swelling from  the vibrant strings, 
Touch upon this heart of silence 
Where an echo faintly rings: 
Let it loose the bonds of mem'ry; 
Let the stream of Fancy flow 
While the soft notes of your zither 
Bring back dreams of long ago.       —/. H.  Reiser,  '05. 
It has been suggested that the editor of the Colby Echo be allowed to 
drop one study in the regular course in consideration of the work put in 
on the paper, as it is thought by many that this is about equal to the work 
required for one study. Nothing definite has been done as yet, but the 
plan may be tried. 
The suggestion seems quite delightful. 
"A Rabbit Hunter," in The Tuftonian, is a fine bit of pathos. 
Of the Bates-Harvard debate The Boivdoin Orient says: 
Owing to the local interest which naturally centers in a matter which 
concerns Bates, the enthusiasm was. at times, intense. The debate, how- 
ever, was rather disappointing, in that the arguments were evasive. The 
opponents resorted too often to shifts and shuffles. Bates, especially, 
eluded one of the particular challenges offered, though she had the burden 
of proof. There was also need of more irony and pungency; and an 
occasional anecdote would have relieved the monotonous sobriety of the 
contest. 
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We realized that the Bowdoin men might be somewhat 
depressed at the debate, the result of it, at least. But it was 
hardly expected that they would lay it to the manner in which 
Bates conducted it. It is too bad if they came up expecting to 
hear some new jokes and instead heard only a good, rousing 
debate conducted in a smart, business-like manner. Possibly the 
last clause of the cutting raises the standard of debate too high 
for Bates to reach. 
The Sibyl contains an editorial on college spirit well worth 
reading and worth acting upon. 
"A man comes to college not alone to memorize books, but to 
round out and polish himself in the best manner possible for con- 
tact with the world."—The Campus. 
The Red and Blue shows excellent work, especially in its 
verse.    From it we take: 
THE NIGHT SPIRITS. 
I. 
They come at the fall of the crimson pall 
That follows the sun's decline. 
And they flutter away when the light's first ray 
Shoots over the horizon's line. 
Thdir realm is the shade o'er the universe laid, 
The gloom unpierced by a spark. 
For these are the sprites that live through our nights, 
The People that Dwell in the Dark. 
II. 
They have never a shape of man or of ape, 
No form of an earthly mould. 
Yet they fashion themselves into giants or elves 
As the fancy may lay them hold; 
Though all unseen their ghostlike mien, 
Their presence we each mav mark. 
Through ear and eye may we clearly descry 
The People that Dwell in the Dark. 
HI. 
The whole night long, a numberless throng, 
They are rustling to and fro, 
Flitting about in a spectral rout. 
Like a fete of the fiends below. 
In uncouth groups, in dark, weird troops, 
They dance in their ghostly lark— 
The nightly sport of the spirit sort— 
The People that Dwell in the Dark. 
IV. 
In   shadows  deep,   where  never may creep 
The tiniest ray of light. 
Strange masses of murk they stealthily lurk, 
These phantoms of fear  and  fright. 
And he that fares by their teeming lairs 
Shall falter and peer and hark— 
Like the demons of wrath thev are haunting his path. 
The People that Dwell in the Dark. 
v. 
When the last twilight has merged into night, 
And the earth is quiet and still, 
And the deep night shade is finally laid 
O'er valley and plain and hill, 
mmm 
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From the sunset's crown they come fluttering down, 
(And their presence ye well may mark) 
They have come to stay till the dawn of day, 
The People that Dwell in the Dark. 
—Robert Thompson McCracken. 
The Smith College Monthly is among' the best, if not the best 
of our exchanges for this month. The story "Johann and I" 
shows a strong imagination; there is an abundance of poetry; the 
sketches are fine, and true to life; and it has in an editorial a good, 
fair facing of the examination problem. 
©cap 8©ok-<§f?elf. 
—►-♦ «-— 
''Books should to one of these four ends conduce, 
For wisdom, piety, delight, or use." 
SIR JOHN   DENHAM. 
We have read many descriptions of the Pan-American Exposition and 
feel perhaps that our interest in the "Rainbow City" is nearly exhausted. 
But when we open Around the Pan with Uncle Hank* we find that we have 
a new view of the Exposition which attracts our attention at once. 
Thomas Fleming, the author, has depicted to us a genuine Yankee farmer 
who tells us about the marvellous wonders of the Fair, all of which he 
viewed from a humorous standpoint. While he gives us a full and accu- 
rate account of the Exposition, he at the same time causes us to enjoy 
many a hearty laugh at his mistakes and crude jokes. Uncle Hank is a 
veteran of the civil war and he meets several veterans of the Confederate 
army. Among other prominent men he encounters Chauncey Depew. W. 
J. Bryan, and President Roosevelt, then Vice-President. If any criticism 
were to be passed on the book it might be the wish that the record of the 
tragic scene of President McKinley's assassination had been omitted. The 
description of the Midway in Uncle Hank's characteristic Yankee dialect is 
particularly interesting. The illustrations, consisting of numerous mar- 
ginal and full-page grotesoue drawings by the author, are a marked feature 
of the book. On the frontispiece is a unique portrait of President McKin- 
ley drawn with a pen in one continuous line by the author. The reader 
finds himself amused and refreshed throughout the perusal of this book, 
and the features of the great Exposition, set forth in the light of fun, leave 
8 more vivid impression on his mind than ever before. 
A dainty and attractively bound book is Songs and Scenes from Faust2, 
published by the H. M. Caldwell Company. We have presented to us 
some of the best scenes of Goethe's great masterpiece beautifully illus- 
trated from designs by A. Liezen Mayer and Ad. Lalanze. These excel- 
lent full-page reproductions alone are enough to make the book a valuable 
possession. The translation from the German, although many of the 
scenes are much condensed and the length of the line and consequently 
the movement of the original is often departed from, gives a clear idea 
of the thought. We recommend this book to all admirers of Goethe as a 
most interesting and attractive work. Together with this book, in a 
series of songs from the ereat poets, the Song of the Brook, by Tenny- 
son, and Song of the Bell, by Schiller. These are to be followed by Songs 
for all Seasons by T.ongfellow. Song of the River by Kingsley, and Songs 
of the Echoes, by Milton, Ben Jonson, and Tennyson. 
In Elemental Experimental Chemistry* by W. F. Watson, A.M., we 
have a clear, concise presentation of the fundamental principles of ele- 
mentary chemistry. The author, who is Professor of Chemistry and 
Biology at Furman University, Greenville, S. C, prepares this work after 
fourteen years of experience in teaching chemistry.    While the aim of the 
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book is not to give an exhaustive treatment of the subject, still each 
element is taken up thoroughly enough to give the student a good general 
knowledge of chemistry. It is especially designed for the student who is 
able to take a course of only one year in the science, but it is equally val- 
uable as a text-book for those who intend to continue in the advanced 
work. The order of discussion of the elements is based on the Periodic 
Law. A brief but clear explanation of the newly accepted theory of solu- 
tions is a strong feature of the book. Recognizing the importance of 
laboratory work as a part of the study of chemistry, the author has intro- 
duced experiments whenever possible. These experiments were written 
out by the author immediately after performing them and are stated in a 
clear, accurate manner. The great advantage of this book over many 
chemistry text-books is its artistic illustrations. These consist of full- 
page, half-tone engravings of all the apparatus and chemicals used in the 
experiments. The appendix consists of a valuable list of Chemical 
Synonyms, and various convenient tables for reference, including those 
on Valence, Acids. Comparative Temperatures, and Colors of Beads, 
Precipitates, and Flames. 
One of the American Book Company's new text-books is Lessons in 
Physical Geography* This valuable work is prepared by Charles R. 
Dryer. M.A.. F.G.S.A.. Professor of Geography, Indiana State Normal 
School. The author believes that physical geography is capable of treat- 
ment such as to develop a scientific habit of mind. This view is carried 
out in his presentation of the subject. General laws are developed from 
the complete and accurate investigation of certain types. The essential 
facts of each topic are first given, then by inductive reasoning the student 
is led to appreciate their causes and results. A number of realistic exer- 
cises are introduced at various points in the text for the purpose of a 
realization of the methods of geographic research. The arrangement of 
the topics is, in general, based upon the pedagogical order of presentation 
to students. The final chapter consists of a systematic discussion of the 
relations of the physical features of the earth to human progress. A bib- 
liography of English geographical literature is added for reference. Con- 
sidered as a whole, the book is an accurate presentation of the geographic 
science of the present day. 
Songs of the Eastern Colleges", lately published by Hinds & Noble, is 
a collection of typical songs from all the eastern colleges with the addi- 
tion of the most popular songs sung by students everywhere. The 
selection has been made by Robert W. Atkinson of Harvard and Ernest 
Carter of Princeton, who are to be congratulated on their wise choices. 
While we gladly welcome new songs of real merit, we are loath to see 
our old favorites replaced as is sometimes the case in new song books. In 
this collection, however, we find that all the old beloved tunes, which stir 
the latent college enthusiasm in every alumnus, are retained, while there 
are introduced many songs of recent date which are destined to be added 
to the list of "good old college songs." What better way to strengthen 
the feeling of brotherhood and mutual interest which exists between the 
colleges of our eastern states than by occasionally singing, together with 
our own college songs, the representative melodies of our sister colleges? 
Each of the larger colleges and universities is represented by several songs, 
while in our own State, for Bowdoin we have "Bowdoin Beata." for Uni- 
versity of Maine "O. dear, loved Maine," for Colby, "Alma Mater," and 
for Bates "Our Honored Bates." We recommend this book for those who 
wish an excellent collection of college songs. 
'Around the Pan. Thomas Fleming. Nutshell Publishing Co., New 
York.    Price. $2.00. 
"Songs and Scenes from Faust.    H. M. Caldwell Co.. New York. 
'^Elementary Experimental Chemistry. W. F. Watson, A.M. A. S. 
Barnes & Co.. New York.    Price, $1.25. 
'Lessons in Physical Geography. Charles R. Dryer. American Book 
Co., New York. 
"Songs of the Eastern Colleges.    Hinds & Noble, New York. 
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FRANK   H. CHASE, PH.D., 
Instructor in English Literature. 
WILLIAM   K.   HOLMES, A.B., 
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory. 
JOSEPHINE   B.  NEAL, A.B., 
Assistant in Physical Laboratory. 
CAROLINE A. WOODMAN, B.S., A.M., 
Librarian. 
WM.   W.   BOLSTER, JR., A.B., 
Director in Gymnasium. 
CLASSICAL   DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS  OF ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows i 
LATIN : In six books of Virgil's jEueid ; four books of C«sar; six orations of Cicero; thirty exercises in Jones's 
Latin Composition ; Latin Grammar (Harkness or Allen & Greenough). GREEK: In three books of Xenophon's Anabasis ; 
two books of Homer's Iliad ; twenty exercises in Jones's Greek Composition ; Goodwin's or Hadley's Greek Grammar. 
MATHEMATICS: In Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or equivalents. ENGLISH : 
Iu Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composiliou, and in English Literature the works set for examination for 
entrance to the New England Colleges. 
The regula r examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednes- 
day preceding Commencement, and on Monday preceding the first day of the Fall Term. 
Candidates for the degree of B S. may present instead of Greek an equivalent in Science and Modern Languages as 
described in the Catalogue. 
Student* admitted without Greek may enter upon courses leading to the degree of A.B. by beginniug the study of Greek 
and taking two years of prescribed work in that language. 
EXPENSES. 
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income o 
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expense 
otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
GILLOTT'S PENS, 
THE MOST PERFECT OP PENS, 
HAVE CAINED THE 
GRAND  PRIZE, 
Paris Exposition, 1900. 
This is the Highest Prize ever Awarded to Pen*. 
Every Type of Talking Machines at V.   S.   DABLING   BICYCLE   CO., Auburn, Me. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
•   CHARLES  A. ABBOTT,  • 
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, ftc. 
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,     - Lewiston, Maine. 
I'erfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles In great variety.   Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded. 
B ft H.CIU1HH, BOOK and JOB 
PRINTER, 
Hayes Block, 
282 MAIN STREET,        .4. 
LEWISTON. " 
FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING 
A SPECIALTY. 
CUT FLOWERS** FLORAL DESIGNS 
 ;  AT  
> GREENHOUSES, 
|~"y Q   Main Streot, 
DR. JOHN P. STANLEY, 
DENTIST, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
ELLARD BLOCK, 
178 LISBON STRICT. 
TELEPHONE CONNECTION. 
LEWISTON. 
Telephone 285-3. 
F.  A.   JONES   ©•   CO., 
Successors to W.  Bl-ANCHAUD, 
FINE ILLUMINATING OILS, 
Gasolene and Naphtha, I'ratl's Astral Oils. 
Office: 96 Middle Street,      LEWISTON, ME. 
Five-Ciallon Pump Cant furnished   Free to Cus- 
tomers.   Orders by Mail or Telephone promptly filled. 
SHAS. W. 60VELL, 
Wholesale and Rctnil 
Dealer in 
• Trigs, Bags, Valises, 
Shawl Straps, Suit Cases, 
Extension Cases, Shoulder Straps, 
Bag Tags. 
-— 213 Main St., LEWISTON, ME. 
THE  UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
SCHOOL    OF    LAW   ma*n*a'ns a three-years' course, leading to the degree 
of LL.B. The degree of LL.M. is conferred after 
one year's graduate work. The faculty consists of three resident professors and six non- 
resident lecturers. The case system of instruction is used. The .Moot court is a special 
feature.   For announcements containing full information, address 
OEO.   E.   GARDNER, Dean, Bangor, Me. 
Bargains in Athletic Goods at V.  S.  DARLING   BICYCLE   CO., Auburn, Me. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
THE CARMAN-THOMPSON COMPANY, 
Manufacturers, Jobbers, and Retailers of 
Steam*Hot Water Heating Apparatus, 
BOILERS,   ENGINES,   PUMPS,   SHAFTING,   PULLEYS,   HANGERS, 
STEAM PIPE AND BOILER COVERINGS. 
STEAM   FITTERS* AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS,   AND   ENGINEERS'   SUPPLIES. 
i£f£££X-~w»     •• 42 to 48 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
J.   P.   MURPHY, 
MANAGER. 
Wholesale Dealers 
and Workers of Granite, Marble, and All Kinds of Freestone, 
No. 6 Bates Street, Near Upper M. C. B. B. Depot, 
L-ENA/ISTOrsJ,      IN/IE. 
Estimates furnished on 
application. 
Tolophcr.o No. 410-4. 
WAKEFIELD   BROTHERS,    ■■■«■■* 
114 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, 
•   Apothecaries. 
AMES   &   MERRILL, 
DEALERS IN 
Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices, 
All kinds of Fruits, Meat, Game, and Poultry, 
Flour and Molasses. 
187 Main Street, LEWISTON,   ME. 
J^ew Hampton Literary Institute, 
NEW   HAMPTON,   N.  H. 
KEV.  F.  W.   PRESTOS,  A.M., 
PRINCIPAL. 
Zbc 1f3a8well Ipress 
PRINTERS, 
Designing, 
Embossing, 
Engraving. 
2i Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON,  HE. 
WHITE & WESTALL, 
Wall Papers, Stationery, 
Pictures and Frames. 
AWNINGS MADE TO ORDER. 
29 Lisbon Street. Telephone 403-11. 
HENRY  C.   WESTON, 
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers. 
First-Class Goods lit Lowest Prices. 
272 Main Street,   -   Opp. St. Joseph's Church. 
Residence, Cor. Blake and Sabattus Sts. 
BEPAIBING   A   SPECIALTY. 
|AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE, 
PITTSF1ELD,   ME. 
P.  U.  LANUMAN,  A.B., 
PRINCIPAL. 
HARPER & GOOGIN CO., 
-    Coal 8t Uiood 
138  Bates   Street, 
57   Whipple Street,     LEWISTON,   ME. 
Get your Bicycles Repaired at  V.   S.   DARLING   BICYCLE   CO., Auburn, Maine. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
%Fisk Teaser's Hgeacies 
EVERETT 0. FISK &, CO., 
PROPRIETORS. 
Send to any of the following: addresses 
for Agency Manual Free. 
4 Ashburton Place, BOSTON, MASS. 
156 Fifth Avenue, NEW YOKK, N. Y. 
1605 Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, I). C. 
203 Michigan Boulevard, CHICAGO, III. 
414 Century Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
Hyde Block, SPOKANE, WASH. 
80 Third Street, POHTLAND, OKE. 
533 Cooper Building, DENVEK, COL. 
4-20 Parrott Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
525 Stimson Block, Los ANGELES, CAI.. 
R. W. CLARK, Pharmacist; 
•^fc. '   Drug's, Chemicals, and 
Chemical Apparatus. 
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY. 
258 "^"ornlrektes. LEWISTON, HE. 
Go to 
J. P.   LONGLEY, 
FOR 
TRUNKS,   BAGS, 
AND 
Dress-Suit Cases. 
~^» *■»««« 
GLOVES, HOSIERY, 
INFANTS' WEAR. 
The 
L. A. BETE. 
M.  E.  BRESNAHAN. 
93 Lisbon Street, 
Lewiston, Me. 
DR.   EMERY   BAILEY, 
DENTIST, 
No. 20 LISBON  ST.,    - LEWISTON. 
Crown and Bridge Work a Specialty. 
CLOTHING CLEANSED, REPAIRED, and 
PRESSED. 
Ladles' Work a Specialty. 
F.   S.    FOUNTAIN,   Tailor, 
30 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME. 
Over Sanford'8 Drug Store. 
« 
* 
Perfectly LNtfiRf Linen 
is the only kind we send out from the 
HIGH STREET LADNDRY. The sever- 
est critics can find no fault with our 
work. Your shirts, collars, and cuffs 
will not only look better, but wear 
longer, if you send them to us. 
We call Tuesdays and deliver Fridays. 
J. C. W00DB0W &, CO., Prop'rs, 
HICH ST. LAUNDRY 
94 Court Street, AUBURN, ME. 
College Agent, J.   C.    BRIGQS, 33 Parker Hall 
Largest Stock of Base-Ball Goods at V.  S.  DARLING BICYCLE  CO., Auburn, Me. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
ATHERTON FURNITURE CO. 
Complete  House   Furnish!nga 
of Every Description. 
220  Lisbon  Street,      LEWISTON, MB. 
Special Discount to Students. 
NEW   EDITION 
Webster's 
International 
Dictionary 
New    Plates    Throughout 
25,000   New   Words 
Phrases    and    Definitions 
Prepared under the direct super- 
vision of W.T.HARRIS,Ph.D.,LL.D., 
United States Commissioner of Edu- 
cation, assisted by a large corps of 
competent specialists and editors. 
Rich Bindings        a        2364 Pases 
5000 Illustrations 
*g* The International was first issued in /8oo, 
succeeding the" Unabridged.'   Th e New Edition 
of the International was issued in October, iqoo. 
Git the latest and the best. 
We also publish 
Webster's    Collegiate    Dictionary 
with Glossary of ScottishWords and Phrases. 
" First class In quality, second class in size." 
Specimen  pages, etc. of both 
books    sent     on    application. 
G. 6 C. Merriam Co. 
Publishers 
Springfield a Mass. 
WEBSTER'S 
VlNTERNATIONALy' 
.DICTIONARY 
POCKET   KNIVES,   KAZOKS, 
SCISSORS, and SHEARS, 
PAINTS AND OILS, 
and nil articles usually 
kept in a 
HARDWARE   STORE. 
GEORGE A. WHITNEY & CO., 
235 Main St., LEWISTON, ME. 
THE GREAT SHOPPING CENTRE OF MAINE 
The B. Peck Co. 
(INCOatORATBD.) 
METROPOLITAN  DEPARTMENT STORE, 
B. PF.CK, President. 
.1. II. CBOWI.ET. Manager. 
II. A. FKKK, Bee. and Treas. 
Main and Chapel Sts. 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
We Urge the Students and 
Friends of Bates College, 
i»^la—1—1——M»^———»—»—.M—^-    -■■   - 
To show their appreciation of the 
business firms, which have advertised 
in our College Paper, 
"THE STUDENT," 
and that they do this by their pat- 
ronage, never forgetting to mention 
that they were attracted by the 
advertisement which appears in the 
business  directory  of  this  paper. 
THE  MANAGEMENT. 
50   YEARS' 
EXPERIENCE 
TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 
COPYRIGHTS AC. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
Invention Is probably patentable. Communica- 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge. In the 
Scientific American. 
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir- 
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a 
year: four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 
MUNN£Co.36,Broadw< 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington. D. 
Cameras at V.  S.  DARLING- BICYCLE  CO., 15 Court Street, Auburn, Me. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
C.   E.   MERRITT, 
District Agent for the 
NORTH WESTERN MUTUAL LIFE 
INSURANCE   COMPANY. 
Office, No. 81 Main St., AUBURN, ME. 
Journal 
Block, 
Lewiston. 
Have you got to 
speak'a piece? 
* 
Well, we don't know of any kind of "effort," from 
I the schoolboy •« " recitation " or the schoolgirl's " read- 
I ing," and along through the whole achool and college 
career, down to the "response to toaett" at the lint 
I " clasi dinner," that is not provided for among :— 
I    Commencement Parti,  including  ''effort*" for all 1 other occasions.    11 .SO. 
Pros and Corn.   Both sides of live questions.  *1 .so. 
I     Playable Plays.   For school and parlor.   * 1 .so. 
College Merit Three-ilimite Declamation:   (1.00. 
I     College Maids' Three-Minute Readings.  S1.00. 
Pieces for Prize-Speaking Contests.   $1.00. 
.    Acme Declamation Book.   Paper, 30c.   Cloth, 80c. 
I    Handy Piece* to Speak.  108 on separate cards.   fiOc. 
I List of "Contents" of.any or all of above free on re- 
quest if you mention this ad. 
I BHTDS & NOBLE, Publishers 
14-5-13-U Cooper Institute If. T. City 
,Schooibooks of all publisfiera at one store. 
Journal Book-Bindery 
SPECIAL RULED BLANKS ^ BLANK BOOKS 
Made to order, of any description. 
Pass Books, Order Hooks, elc. 
Magazines and Library Work In Any -tyle Rl 
Seasonable Rates. 
Kiitraiice front Lisbon St.      Klevator Service. 
THE   NEW   EDITION 
THE STANDARD DICTIONARY! 
Ills Incomparably the greatest as It is posi- 
tively the latest, most complete) and most 
authoritative new dictionary in existence. 
H is every \\ here the Standard. 
GEO. B. FILES, General A|r«nt for Maine, Lewiston, Me. 
WE CURE FITS 
SOUVENIR POST CARDS 
OF THE 
BATES CAMPUS and COR AM LIBRARY 
The i for Be.   25c. per Dozen. 
B. W. SANDERSON, 
Bates College, Lewiston, Me. 
of annoyance and vexation by 
simply getting our work out 
when promised, in a neat 
and tasty manner. But don't 
take our word for it. Just call 
with a job of Printing or Book- 
binding, and we will prove it 
to your satisfaction. 
]Wei*rill & UUebber, 
AUBURN,    ME. 
THE BATES STUDENT 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE 
CLASS   OF   J903,   BATES   COLLEGE. 
Terms, $1.00 per Year, in advance. Single Copies, 10c.    By Mail, Postage Extra. 
BATES OF ADVERTISING: 
7S Onts per Inch for the First  insertion, and 25c. for Each Subsequent Insertion. 
Subscribers failing to receive ihe STUDENT regularly should Inform the management and the mistake 
will be rectified.   Any change of address should be promptly reported. 
This magazine is sent to all subscribers until a specific order is received for its discontinuance and 
all arrearages paid as required by law. 
Address all literary communications to the Editor-in-Chief; all business communications to 
THE   BATES   STUDENT,   Lewiston,   Maine. 
Pocket Cutlery at V.  S. DABLING BICYCLE  CO., 15 Court St., Auburn, Me. 
I 
• 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
-• 
• 
But that I am forbid 
To tell the secrets of my prison-house, 
I could a tale unfold, whose lightest word 
Would harrow up thy soul;  freeze thy young blood; 
Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres; 
Thy knotted and combined locks to part, 
And each particular hair to stand on end, 
Like quills upon the fretful porcupine; 
But this eternal blazon must not be 
To ears of flesh and blood— 
List—List, O List. 
T HE 
Merrill 
STUDIO 
COLLEGE   PHOTOGRAPHER. 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE COL- 
LEGE PATRONAGE, AND WE ARE 
PLEASED TO HAVE YOU CALL AND 
MAKE OUR ROOMS YOUR HEAD- 
QUARTERS FOR ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC 
SUPPLIES.  
A Specialty of Group and Glass Sittings. 
New Bicycles for $15.00 at V.  S.  DARLING BICYCLE  CO., Auburn, Maine. 
ProfCWAVeditz 
'LEWISTON 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
Happy New Year to Bates WITH A ... 
W ; WISH TO INFORM HER STUDENTS THAT WE HAVE ADDED TO OUR AL- 
READY   REPLETE   STOCK   THE   FAMOUS 
5tein=Bloch  and 
Kuppenheimer Lines 
ENABLING   US   TO   SHOW  THE   FINEST   READY- 
TO-WEAR   CLOTHING    IN   THE   COUNTRY 
CALL   AND   SEE    US 
Old Banner 
Clothing House, 
JOHN G. COBURN 
TAILOR 
LONO DISTANCE 
TELEPHONE. 
240 Main Street, 
Lewiston, Me. 
We are Agents for the 
Celebrated "Hawes" $3.00 Hat. 
Where Will You Buy m 
Your Spring Clothes ■ 
DOES    IT     BOTHER    YOU? 
Let us decide the question by 
showing you the 
Proper and Correct Ideas 
in Suits and Top=Coats. 
If you nre llreil of the loud-striped effects in suits, call and let 
us introduce something which is entirely new and different. We 
refer to the handsome 
SCOTCH   PATTERNS   IN   NORFOLKS,  VARSITY, 
and   YOKE   STYLES. 
THEY ABB CERTAINLY  SURE TO  I'I.EASE YOU. 
Prices, $10.00, $12.00, and $15.00. 
SEE   THEM,   ANY   WAY. 
S. F. HASKELL * SON, 
MEN'S   OUTFITTERS, 
57   Court   Street, AUBURN,    IVIE. 
